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Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let Mloc(A) be the local multiplier algebra
of A. It is shown that every minimal closed prime ideal of Mloc(A) is primitive. If
Prim(A) has a dense G$ consisting of closed points (for instance, if Prim(A) is a
T1-space) and A is unital, then M loc(A) is its own local multiplier algebra and has
only inner derivations. The same is true for Mloc(Mloc(A)) if A is non-unital. If A
is postliminal then Mloc(Mloc((A)) is the regular _-completion of A, which is an
AW*-algebra.  2000 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The question of which C*-algebras have only inner derivations has never
completely been resolved. For separable C*-algebras the answer is known:
a C*-algebra with only inner derivations must be the direct sum of a
C*-algebra with continuous trace and a C*-algebra with discrete primitive
ideal space [2, 14]. For inseparable C*-algebras there are only partial
results (see [1, 8, 13, 29, 33]), the most notable being that simple
C*-algebras and AW*-algebras have only inner derivations [22, 31]. One
unifying proposal [13, 26] is that perhaps the local multiplier algebra
Mloc(A), of a C*-algebra A, has only inner derivations, where M loc(A) is
defined as follows: the essential ideals of A (that is, those with zero
annihilator) form a net partially ordered under inclusion (the intersection
of two essential ideals being essential), so by [25, 3.12.10] the multiplier
algebras of these essential ideals form an inductive system of C*-algebras,
the inductive limit of which is Mloc(A). If A is simple then clearly Mloc(A)
is A, if A has an identity, and M(A) (the multiplier algebra of A) otherwise,
and if A is an AW*-algebra then A is its own local multiplier algebra
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[5, 18, 27]. Thus an affirmative answer to the proposal would imply the
results on inner derivations for simple C*-algebras and for AW*-algebras.
Further evidence that the proposal might be true is provided by Pedersen’s
theorem that if A is separable then every derivation of A extends to an
inner derivation of Mloc(A) [26]. The recent work of Ara and Mathieu [6]
seems to point in the same direction. They give examples of AF-C*-
algebras whose local multiplier algebras are simple.
Once Mloc(A) has been established as an object of interest, there are
other natural questions to ask about it. One question is whether Mloc(A)
is always its own local multiplier algebra. This is true, by what we have
said, when A is simple, or when A is an AW*-algebra, and it is known,
furthermore, that the centre of Mloc(Mloc(A)) is precisely the centre of
Mloc(A) [4] (in other words M loc(A) is boundedly centrally closed).
Again, it is known that Mloc(A) can be represented as a continuous field
of C*-algebras in which every fibre is prime [32]. If A is a von Neumann
algebra then these fibres (the so-called Glimm quotients of A=Mloc(A))
are primitive, by Halpern’s theorem [16], and the same is true if A is a
Type I AW*-algebra [15, Theorem 4]. In general it is not known whether
an inseparable prime C*-algebra need be primitive, so another question
about Mloc(A) is whether the Glimm quotients of Mloc(A) are primitive.
In this paper we make a start on these three questions. We show in
Section 3 that if A is a separable C*-algebra then every Glimm quotient of
Mloc(A) is primitive. In Section 2 we show that if A is a separable, unital
C*-algebra and Prim(A) has a dense G$ consisting of closed points, then
Mloc(A) is its own local multiplier algebra and has only inner derivations.
If A is separable and non-unital, and Prim(A) has a dense G$ consisting of
closed points, then Mloc(Mloc(A)) is its own local multiplier algebra and
has only inner derivations. The hypothesis that Prim(A) should have a
dense G$ consisting of closed points is satisfied, of course, if Prim(A) is a
T1 -space (or, a fortiori, a Hausdorff space), or if A is postliminal. If,
however, A is a separable, postliminal C*-algebra then Mloc(Mloc(A)) is
the regular _-completion of A (Theorem 2.8), which is a Type I AW*-algebra.
As we have mentioned, it is already known that AW*-algebras are equal
to their own local multiplier algebras and have only inner derivations and
that every Glimm quotient of a Type I AW*-algebra is primitive.
1. SETTING THE SCENE
Let A be a C*-algebra with self-adjoint part Asa , positive part A+,
centre Z(A), and second dual A**. By an ideal in A we shall mean a
closed, two-sided ideal, unless we specify otherwise. Let P(A) be the set of
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pure states of A with the weak*-topology, and let Prim(A) be the primitive
ideal space of A with the hull-kernel topology. For each ideal I of A,
Prim(I ) can be identified with the open subset [P # Prim(A) : P$3 I] of
Prim(A), in the usual way [12, 3.2.1], and Prim(I ) is dense in Prim(A) if
and only if I is an essential ideal. For , # P(A), let ?, denote the associated
G.N.S. representation on the Hilbert space H, , and let , and ?~ , be the
canonicalextensionsof ,and ?, to A**.Thecanonicalmap8 : P(A)  Prim(A)
given by 8(,)=ker ?, (, # P(A)) is continuous and open [25, 4.3.3].
We shall need the following fact.
Lemma 1.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and let S be a dense subset of A. Let
b # Asa**, and let , # P(A). Then
&?~ ,(b)&=sup[ |, (a*ba)| : a # S, &a&1].
Proof. Let q : A  H, be the canonical map. Then q is norm-decreasing.
We show that q maps the unit ball of A onto the unit ball of H, . First
assume that ker ?,=[0]. Let N,=[a # A : ,(a*a)=0] and recall that
H,=AN, , since , # P(A) [12, 2.8.5]. Let a # A, and suppose that
&q(a)&=k1. Let !, be the canonical cyclic vector for the representation
?, . Then by the Kadison Transitivity Theorem [25, 2.7.5] there exists c # A
with &c&=k such that ?,(c) !,=q(a). But ?,(c) !,=q(c), by the construc-
tion of the G.N.S. representation, so q maps the unit ball of A onto the unit
ball of H, . The general case with ker ?, {[0] now follows from the fact
that the map A  Aker ?, takes the unit ball of A onto the unit ball of
Aker ?, [3, 4.3].
It now follows from the definition of the norm in H, that
&?~ ,(b)&=sup[ |, (a*ba)| : a # A, &a&1]
=sup[ |, (a*ba)| : a # S, &a&1],
as required. Q.E.D.
Let A be a C*-algebra and let Qb(A) be the algebraic inductive limit of
the inductive system formed by the multiplier algebras of essential ideals of
A. Then Mloc(A) is the C*-completion of Qb(A). If I is any ideal in A, with
annihilator ideal I = in A, then I+I= is an essential ideal of A, and
M(I+I=)$M(I )M(I =). Thus M(I ) is canonically isomorphic to a
subalgebra of Mloc(A).
The reader should be warned that the universal representation of A in
A** does not usually extend to a representation of Mloc(A). The problem
is that although A** contains a copy of M(I ) for each essential ideal I of
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A, the embeddings are not necessarily compatible, so it is not always
possible to take an inductive limit. It was shown in [7, 2.3.9], however,
that Mloc(A) is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a quotient of A**. We shall
derive a version of this result for ourselves in a moment.
To any C*-algebra A we now associate two new C*-algebras L(A) and
N(A). The first algebra L(A) is a quotient of A**, while N(A) is a
subalgebra of L(A). We proceed as follows.
Definition of L(A) and N(A). Let 9 : Prim(A)  P(A) be a fixed
cross-section for the canonical map 8 : P(A)  Prim(A). Let X be any
dense G$ subset of Prim(A). For each x # X, let ?x=?9(x) be the G.N.S.
representation of A associated with 9(x), on the Hilbert space Hx , and let
9(x)
t
be the extension of 9(x) to A**. Let Lx be the algebra of bounded
operators on Hx , and let Ax=?x(A), so Ax $Ax. Any faithful, irreducible
representation of a C*-algebra extends to a faithful representation of its
local multiplier algebra [7, 2.3.10], so let Nx=Mloc(Ax), regarded as a
subalgebra of Lx .
Let L$X be the von Neumann algebra direct product L$X=>x # X Lx , with
norm given by &l $&=sup[&l $(x)& : x # X ] (l $ # L$X). Let N$X be the
subalgebra of L$X consisting of those l $ # L$X such that l $(x) # Nx for each
x # X. Notice that L$X is independent of the particular cross-section 9 and
depends only on X. The same is also true of N$X , because isomorphic
C*-algebras have isomorphic local multiplier algebras. Let J $X be the subset
of L$X consisting of elements which are zero off a meagre subset (or subset
of the first category) of X. The Baire property holds for Prim(A)
[25, 4.3.5], and hence for X, so J$X is a closed two-sided ideal of L$X . Set
L(A)=L$X J $X and N(A)=(N$X+J $X)J $X . Then L(A) is a quotient of L$X ,
which is itself a quotient of A** (being a direct summand), so L(A) is a
quotient of A**.
Clearly L$X and N$X depend on the particular G$ subset X which is selected,
but L(A) and N(A) are, in fact, independent of the choice of X. To see
this, note that if Z is a smaller dense G$ contained in X, then the map
l $+J$X [ l $ |Z+J$Z is an isomorphism from L$XJ $X onto L$ZJ $Z . Thus for
any dense G$ ’s X and Y, both L$XJ $X and L$Y J $Y are isomomorphic to
L$X & YJ $X & Y , and hence to each other. A similar argument works for N(A).
Our main interest is in L(A) and N(A), but it is often convenient to choose
an appropriate dense G$ XPrim(A), and work in the von Neumann
algebra L$X . We shall refer to elements of L(A) as cross-sections, and we
shall endeavour to use $s for objects associated with L$X , and the same
letters without $s for the corresponding object associated with L(A). For
l # L(A) an element l $ # L$X such that l=l $+J$X will be called a
representative for l. We shall not, however, employ this distinction for
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elements of A, which we shall regard indiscriminately as belonging to A**,
or L$X , or L(A).
Examples. (i) If A is a separable, primitive C*-algebra then X can be
taken to be the singleton [0], so L(A) is simply the algebra of bounded
operators on the Hilbert space Hx , and N(A) is isomorphic to M loc(A).
(ii) If A is a postliminal C*-algebra, then for every x # X, Ax contains
the compact operators on Hx , implying that Nx=Lx . Hence L(A)=N(A).
Embedding Mloc(A) into N(A). We now show how Mloc(A) can be
embedded as a C*-subalgebra of N(A). Let X be a dense G$ of Prim(A),
let I be an essential ideal of A, and let b # M(I ). We define an element
jI (b) # N$X as follows. Let x # X. If x  Prim(I ), set jI (b)(x)=0. If
x # Prim(I ) then the restriction of ?x to I defines a non-zero, irreducible
representation of I on Hx , which has a unique extension to an (irreducible)
representation ?~ x of M(I ) [12, 2.10.4]. Set jI (b)(x)=?~ x(b) # Nx . Then
jI (b) # N$X . Let i : Prim(I )  Prim(M(I )) be the embedding of Prim(I ) onto
a dense open subset of Prim(M(I )). Then since X & Prim(I ) is a dense G$
in Prim(I ), i(X & Prim(I )) is a dense G$ in Prim(M(I )). Thus if b{0 there
is an open subset of X on which jI (b)(x) is non-zero, so jI (b)  J $X .
Now suppose that JI is another essential ideal of A. Then b # M(I )
M(J ) and the uniqueness statement in [12, 2.10.4] implies that for x # X &
Prim(J ), jI (b)(x)= jJ (b)(x). Thus jI (b)& jJ (b) # J $X , since X & Prim(J ) is a
dense G$ in X. It follows that there is a well-defined map j : Qb(A)  N(A)
given by j(b)= jI (b)+J $X (b # M(I )), which is easily seen to be a
continuous, injective *-homomorphism. It therefore extends to an embedding
j : Mloc(A)  N(A).
Thus we have embedded Mloc(A) as a subalgebra of N(A)L(A), and
hence as a subalgebra of a quotient of A**, as promised. Our embedding
of Mloc(A) appears to differ slightly from that in [7, 2.3.10] in that the
quotient L(A) is monotone _-complete, as we now show.
Recall that a C*-algebra A is monotone _-complete if every bounded
monotone increasing sequence in Asa has a least upper bound in A.
A C*-subalgebra B of a monotone _-complete C*-algebra A is monotone
_-closed if whenever (ai) is a monotone increasing sequence in Bsa with
supremum a # A, then a # B. An ideal I of A which is monotone _-closed is
a _-ideal. A _-homomorphism ? : A  B between two C*-algebras A and B
is a *-homomorphism with the property that whenever (ai) is a monotone
decreasing sequence in A+ with infimum 0, (?(ai)) also has infimum 0. If
A is monotone _-complete, then the kernel of a _-homomorphism ? is a
_-ideal, and ?(A) is monotone _-complete. Conversely if A is monotone
_-complete and I is a _-ideal then AI is monotone _-complete and the
quotient map is a _-homomorphism [10, 2.13].
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Lemma 1.2. Let A be a C*-algebra and let X be a dense G$ subset of
Prim(A). Then L(A) is monotone _-complete, and the map L$X  L(A)=
L$X J$X is a _-homomorphism.
Proof. The Baire property for X implies that if (ci) is a bounded,
monotone increasing sequence in (J$X)sa then c=sup ci # (J$X)sa . Thus J$X is
a _-ideal in the von Neumann algebra L$X , and the result follows by
[10, 2.13]. Q.E.D.
From now on we shall mainly consider separable C*-algebras. Our aim
is to identify the image of Mloc(A) in N(A), but we are only partly successful.
Definition of B(A) and C(A). For any C*-algebra A, let B(A)sa be
the smallest subset of Asa** containing both Asa and the strong limit of any
bounded monotone (increasing or decreasing) sequence in B(A)sa . Then
B(A)sa is the self-adjoint part of a C*-algebra B(A), known as the
Baire*-envelope (or Borel*-envelope [25]) of A; see [25, 4.5.4]. Clearly
B(A) is monotone _-closed in A**. It was shown in [36, 1.1] that every
homomorphism from A into a monotone _-complete C*-algebra D has a
unique extension to a _-homomorphism from B(A) to D. The image of
B(A) under this extension is the monotone _-closure of the image of A in
D. Thus let B$X and B(A) be the monotone _-closures of (the image of) A
in L$X and L(A) respectively. Evidently the quotient map L$X  L(A) maps
B$X onto B(A). We shall be particularly interested in B(A) and in its
intersection with N(A), which we shall denote C(A).
Lemma 1.3. Let A be a separable C*-algebra. Then j(Mloc(A))
B(A) & N(A)=C(A).
Proof. We have already seen that j(Mloc(A))N(A). Let I be an essen-
tial ideal of A, and let b # M(I )+. Let X be a dense G$ of Prim(A), and let
(ui) be a countable approximate identity for I. Then jI (b12ui b12) # jI (A)
B$X . But for each x # X & Prim(I ), jI (b12uib12)(x)=?~ x(b12u ib12)Z?~ x(b)
= jI (b)(x), while for x # X"Prim(I ), jI (b12uib12)(x)= jI (b)(x)=0. Hence
jI (b12uib12)ZjI (b), so jI (b) # B$X . Thus j(b) # B(A), so j(Qb(A)+)B(A)
& N(A). The result follows by linearity and continuity. Q.E.D.
Examples. (i) If A is a separable, primitive C*-algebra then
B(A)=L(A), so N(A)=C(A) is isomorphic to Mloc(A).
(ii) If A is a separable, postliminal C*-algebra then L(A)=N(A), as
we have already remarked, so C(A)=B(A). We shall see shortly that C(A)
is isomorphic to the regular _-completion of A in this case, and in Section 2
we show that C(A)$Mloc(Mloc(A)).
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(iii) If A=C0(X ) is a separable, abelian C*-algebra then C(A)=
B(A)$Mloc(A) is isomorphic to the algebra of bounded Borel functions on
X, modulo the ideal of those vanishing off a meagre subset.
It could be that C(A) is isomorphic to Mloc(A) for every separable
C*-algebra A. We do not know of any counter-examples.
We now derive some useful properties of B(A).
Lemma 1.4. Let A be a separable C*-algebra, and let n # B(A)sa A**.
If Y is a G$ subset of P(A), then the functions , [ , (n) (, # Y ) and
, [ &?~ ,(n)& (, # Y ) are both Borel functions.
Proof. Let Q denote the quasi-state space of A, and let B(Q) denote the
set of real, bounded, affine functions on Q [25, 3.10]. For a # Asa** and
, # Q, let a^(,)=, (a). The pointwise limit of any monotone (increasing or
decreasing) sequence of affine functions is affine, and the elements of Q
generate the weak* topology on A**. This implies that if (ai) is a
monotone increasing sequence in Asa** and a # Asa**, then a=sup a i if and
only if a^=sup a^i in B(Q).
The set F of real, Borel functions on Q contains the continuous real
functions on Q and also the pointwise limit of any bounded monotone
(increasing or decreasing) sequence in F (in fact F is the smallest such set).
The set B(A)sa , on the other hand, is the smallest subset of Asa** containing
both Asa and the strong limit of any bounded monotone (increasing or
decreasing) sequence in B(A)sa . The map ^ maps Asa onto a subset of
continuous functions on Q [25, 3.10.3] and respects monotone limits, as
we have just seen, so ^ (B(A)sa)F. Thus n^ is a Borel function on Q, for
all n # B(A)sa . Hence n^ |P(A) is a Borel function on P(A), since P(A) is a G$
in Q [25, 4.3.2], from which it follows that n^ |Y is also a Borel function.
Now let S be a countable dense subset of A. By Lemma 1.1, for , # P(A)
and n # B(A)sa , &?~ ,(n)&=sup[ |, (a*na)| : a # S, &a&1]. Thus the function
, [ &?~ ,(n)& is a Borel function on P(A), being the supremum of a
countable family of Borel functions. Q.E.D.
Recall that a point in a topological space is called a separated point if it
can be separated by disjoint open sets from any point not in its closure.
Recall also that a topological space which is homeomorphic to a separable,
complete metric space is called a Polish space. If A is a separable
C*-algebra, the set Sep(A) of separated points of Prim(A) is a dense G$ in
Prim(A) [12, 3.9.4], and a Polish space [11, 20 Corollaire]. Thus any
dense G$ of Sep(A) is also a Polish space [25, 4.2.2].
Recall that 8: P(A)  Prim(A) is the canonical map 8(,)=ker ?, .
Let X be a dense G$ of the set of separated points of Prim(A), and let
R=8&1(X ). Let 8|R be the restriction of 8 to R.
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Lemma 1.5. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let X be a dense G$ of
Sep(A). With the notation above, the map 8 |R has a Borel cross section
90 : X  RP(A).
Proof. The set P(A) is a Polish space [25, 4.3.2], and X is a G$ in
Prim(A), so R=8&1(X ) is a G$ in P(A), and hence also a Polish space
[25, 4.2.2]. Thus 8 |R is a continuous map from the Polish space R to the
Polish space X. Let W be an open subset of R. Then there exists an open
subset VP(A) such that V & R=W. But 8(V ) & X=8(W )=8|R(W ),
and 8(V ) is open [25, 4.3.3], so 8|R(W ) is open in X. Thus 8| R is an
open map. Furthermore, if x # X then (8|R)&1(x) is closed in R (since for
any ideal I, P(AI ) is a closed subset of P(A)). Thus 8|R has a Borel cross
section 90 , by [25, 4.2.12]. Q.E.D.
Some of the definitions in this paper technically require a cross section
9 defined on the whole of Prim(A). When necessary, therefore, we shall
assume that the cross section 90 of Lemma 1.5 has been extended,
arbitrarily, to a cross section (also called 90) from Prim(A)  P(A).
Continuous Cross Sections. For any C*-algebra A, we say that l # L(A)
is a continuous cross section if there is a dense G$ XPrim(A) and a
representative l $ # L$X for l such that the norm function x [ &l $(x)&,
(x # Y ), is continuous on a dense G$ YX. It follows from the Baire
property for Prim(A) that if l is continuous then for any dense G$ X and
any representative l $ # L$X , the required subset Y can be found. Notice too
that if l is continous then &l&=sup[&l $(x)& : x # Y ].
Let [li] (1i<), be a countable family of continuous cross sections
of L(A) with representatives [l $i] (1i<) in L$X . Then by a domain of
continuity for [li], or [l $i], (1i<) we mean a dense G$ of X on which
the norm function of each l $i is continuous. The Baire property for X
implies that domains of continuity always exist, for countable families of
continuous cross sections.
The continuity or otherwise of a cross section in L(A) would seem to
depend on the particular cross section 9 : Prim(A)  P(A) which is being
employed. It is a fact, which we shall not prove, that every element of
j(Mloc(A)) is a continuous cross section, no matter what 9 is used. This
follows from the lower semi-continuity of norm functions on Prim(A)
[25, 3.3.2], together with [12, B18]. We now show, however, that if A is
separable then every element of B(A) is a continuous cross section,
provided that the cross section 90 of Lemma 1.5 is employed.
We need a result which goes back to Baire in 1899. It implies that if A
is separable, it is enough for continuity of a cross section l to find a dense
G$ of Sep(A) on which the norm function of l $ is Borel.
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Lemma 1.6 (see [19, Sect. 32.II]). Let f be a bounded Borel function on
a Polish space X. Then there is a dense G$ Y of X such that f |Y is
continuous.
Lemma 1.7. Let A be a separable C*-algebra, let X be a dense G$ of
Sep(A), and let 90 : X  P(A) be the cross section of Lemma 1.5. Then for
each n$ # B$X , the map x [ &?~ x(n$)& (x # X ) is a Borel function. Hence each
element of B(A) is a continuous cross section.
Proof. We may assume that n$0. The map x [ &?~ x(n$)& (x # X ) is the
composition of the maps x [ 90(x) (x # X ) and 90(x) [ &?~ 90(x)(n$)&
(90(x) # 90(X )). Each of these maps is Borel, by Lemmas 1.5 and 1.4.
Q.E.D.
The Regular _-completion. Next, we show that for separable, post-
liminal C*-algebras, the algebra B(A)=C(A) is already familiar in
another context. For any C*-algebra A, let N be the set of elements
m # B(A)+ such that , (m)=0 for all , outside a meagre set of P(A).
Let I be the complex linear span of N. It is shown in [36] that I is a
_-ideal of B(A), and the quotient algebra A _=B(A)I is called the
regular _-completion of A; see [30, 37] for the non-unital case. The regular
_-completion A _ is abstractly characterized, among monotone complete
C*-algebras containing A, by the following two properties: (i) for all
x # A _sa , x=sup[a # A : ax]; (ii) whenever S is a subset of Asa with
supremum b in Asa , then b remains the supremum of S in A _.
Proposition 1.8. If A is a separable, postliminal C*-algebra then B(A)
=C(A) is the regular _-completion A _ of A. Hence B(A) is a Type I
AW*-algebra.
Proof. Let X be the dense G$ of separated points of Prim(A), and let
_X be the _-homomorphism from B(A) onto B$X extending the canonical
representation of A in L$X . We shall show that _X (I)=B$X & J$X , which
will imply that A _=B(A)I is (isomorphic to) B(A)=C(A)=B$X 
(B$X & J$X). Let n # B(A)+ and set n$=_X (n). The function x [ &?~ x(n$)&
(x # X ) is Borel on X, by Lemma 1.7, so there is a dense G$ YX on
which its restriction is continuous, by Lemma 1.6. Let R=8&1(Y ) (where
8 : P(A)  Prim(A) is the usual map). Then R is a dense G$ in P(A).
If n$ # J$X then ?~ y(n$) must equal 0 for all y # Y, so , (n)=0 for all , # R.
Hence, n # NI, so B$X & J$X _X (I). Conversely, suppose that n # I,
and let S be a countable dense subset of A. Then a*na # I for each a # A,
since I is an ideal in B(A)$A, so the function , [ , (a*na) is Borel, by
Lemma 1.4, and vanishes off a meagre subset of P(A). Thus Lemma 1.1
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implies that the function , [ &?~ ,(n)&=sup[ |, (a*na)| : a # S, &a&1] is
Borel and also vanishes off a meagre subset of P(A). Hence ?~ ,(n)=0 for
all , # R, so ?~ y(n$)=0 for all y # Y. Thus n$ # J$X , so _X (I)B$X & J$X .
Hence, _X (I)=B$X & J$X as required.
Finally, A _ is a Type I AW*-algebra when A is separable and
postliminal, by [37, 4.3; 30, 4.1]. Q.E.D.
We do not know whether B(A) is an AW*-algebra in general when A is
not postliminal.
The Centre of Mloc(A), C(A), and B(A). The last thing to consider in
this section is Z(Mloc(A)), which coincides with Z(C(A)) and Z(B(A)) for
A separable. The DaunsHofmann Theorem [25; 4.4.8] says that for each
ideal I of a C*-algebra A, Z(M(I )) is isomorphic to the algebra of bounded,
continuous, complex-valued functions on Prim(I ), which we are regarding
as a subset of Prim(A). If IJ, then Prim(I )Prim(J ), so the restriction
of a function on Prim(J ) to a function on Prim(I ) gives a homomorphism
from Z(M(J ))  Z(M(I )), and if I and J are both essential, this homo-
morphism is injective. It follows from this that the centre of Mloc(A)
contains the inductive limit of the centres of the M(I )’s. The local
DaunsHofmann Theorem [4] asserts that the converse holds, and that
the centre of Mloc(A) is precisely the inductive limit of the Z(M(I ))’s. From
this, a convenient representation of Z(Mloc(A)) can be derived; Z(M loc(A))
is isomorphic to the algebra of bounded Borel functions on Prim(A),
modulo the ideal of functions vanishing off a meagre set [7, 3.4.5]. Thus,
if A is a separable C*-algebra and X is a dense G$ of Prim(A), then
Z(Mloc(A)) is also isomorphic to the algebra of bounded Borel functions
on X, modulo the ideal of functions vanishing off a meagre set. Notice, for
later, that the projections in Z(Mloc(A)) correspond, in this description, to
the characteristic functions of regular open subsets of X, where a subset is
regular open if it is the interior of its closure. We shall refer to the central
projection corresponding to a regular open set as the support projection of
that set. We shall also use the fact that any family of mutually orthogonal
projections in Z(Mloc(A)) must be countable, or in other words that
Z(Mloc(A)) is countably decomposable.
Now let A be a separable C*-algebra, let X=Sep(A), and let 90 : X 
P(A) be the cross section of Lemma 1.5. As temporary notation, let Z$
Z(L$X) be the algebra of bounded Borel functions on X, and let Z
Z(L(A)) be the image of Z$ in L(A), under the canonical homomorphism.
Lemma 1.7 shows that Z(B$X)Z$, and it could well be that equality
holds, but we have not been able to prove this. The description of
Z(Mloc(A)) just given shows that j maps Z(Mloc(A)) isomorphically onto
Z, so it follows from Lemma 1.3 that ZZ(C(A)).
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Proposition 1.9. Let A be a separable C*-algebra. With the notation
above,
Z= j(Z(Mloc(A)))=Z(C(A))=Z(B(A)).
Proof. We have just established the first equality, and the fact that
ZZ(C(A)). Suppose that z # Z(C(A)). Since C(A)B(A) there is a
representative z$ for z in B$X . Evidently z$ must be scalar-valued except on
a meagre subset of X, and this shows that z # Z(B(A)). Thus Z(C(A)
Z(B(A)). Finally, the C*-algebra B(A) is weakly central [30, 3.1], so its
quotient B$X is also weakly central. This implies that Z(B(A)) is the
homomorphic image of Z(B$X) [35, Theorem 1]. Thus Z(B(A))Z, since
Z(B$X)Z$. Hence Z=Z(C(A))=Z(B(A)) as required. Q.E.D.
Finally, we shall make frequent use of the following result, which is
Lemma 2.3 of [32]. For the summation, it is understood that Mloc(A) has
been represented faithfully on some Hilbert space.
Lemma 1.10. Let A be a C*-algebra. If [zi] is a family of mutually
orthogonal central projections in Mloc(A) and [ai] is a bounded family of
elements of Mloc(A) then  i zia i # Mloc(A).
2. MULTIPLIERS AND DERIVATIONS
In this section we show that if A is a separable C*-algebra and Prim(A)
has a dense G$ consisting of closed points (for instance, if Prim(A) is a
T1 -space), then Mloc(Mloc(A)) is its own local multiplier algebra and has
only inner derivations. If A is unital, then Mloc(A) is its own local muliplier
algebra and has only inner derivations. If A is postliminal, then Mloc
(Mloc((A)) is the regular _-completion of A, which is an AW*-algebra.
We begin by working rather more generally. Recall that a point in a
topological space is locally closed if it is open in its closure. This is
equivalent to the existence of a neighbourhood of the point such that the
intersection of the neighbourhood with the closure of the point consists
precisely of the point itself (hence the name). In particular every closed
point is locally closed. An alternative way of viewing locally closed points
in the topological space Prim(A) is that these are the primitive ideals which
are not equal to the intersection of the primitive ideals strictly containing
them. Thus if P is a locally closed point of Prim(A), then AP has a unique
minimal non-zero closed ideal. In particular, in a postliminal C*-algebra,
every primitive ideal P is locally closed in Prim(A), the minimal non-zero
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ideal of AP being isomorphic to the ideal of compact operators on a
Hilbert space. Moore and Rosenberg [21] showed that every primitive
ideal is locally closed in the group C*-algebra of a connected locally com-
pact group G. Poguntke has shown that if G is actually a Lie group and
P # Prim(C*(G)), then the unique non-zero minimal ideal of C*(G))P is
isomorphic either to a finite matrix algebra, or to the ideal of compact
operators tensored with a non-commutative torus [28].
Now let A be a separable C*-algebra, and suppose that Prim(A) has a
dense G$ of locally closed points. By intersecting this dense G$ with the
dense G$ Sep(A) of separated points, we can obtain a dense G$ , Z say, of
locally closed, separated points of Prim(A). The remarks before Lemma 1.5
show that Z is a Polish space. It will be convenient to identify Mloc(A) with
its image in C(A) under the map j constructed in Section 1.
We shall find the following technical definition useful.
Definition of a Clone. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let D be
a separable C*-subalgebra of B(A). Let X be a dense G$ in Sep(A), and let
?X : L$X  L(A) be the canonical homomorphism. Let E be a countable
dense subset of D forming an algebra over Q+iQ. Let H be a Hamel basis
for E, and for each d # H choose a representative d $ # B$X . If d # C(A), we
may suppose (by passing to a dense G$ of X if necessary) that
d $ # B$X & N$X . Note that the d $s are linearly independent in B$X . Let
E$ be the (Q+iQ)-vector space which they span. For any d $, e$ # E$,
?X (d $e$&(de)$)=0, so d $e$&(de)$ # J$X . Thus there is a dense G$ YX
such that for each y # Y the map ;y defined by ;y(e)=e$( y) is an algebra
homomorphism from E  Ly . By passing to a smaller dense G$ , if
necessary, we may assume that Y is also a domain of continuity for E$.
This implies that each ;y is norm-reducing, hence continuous, and thus
extends to a homomorphism ;y : D  Ly . Define a map ; : D  B$Y by
;(d )( y)=;y(d ). Then D$ :=;(D) is isomorphic to D. We shall call the pair
(D$, Y ) a clone for D.
The two useful features of the clone are, first, that D$ is a subalgebra of
the von Neumann algebra L$Y and, second, that each of the fibres
Dy :=;y(D) is a quotient of D$.
In the next few results we shall use the following fact. If A is a separable
C*-algebra acting on a Hilbert space H and # is either a derivation or a
multiplier of A, then there is an element in the monotone _-closure of A in
L(H) which implements #; see [25, 8.6.5, 3.12.9, 4.5.9]. In particular, in our
context, if D$ is a separable C*-subalgebra of B$Y then every derivation or
multiplier of D$ is implemented by an element of B$Y .
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let D be a
C*-subalgebra of B(A). Let # be either a derivation or a multiplier of D.
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Suppose that D has a separable C*-subalgebra E, with a clone (E$, Y ) such
that Ey acts irreducibly on Hy for each y # Y, and such that # |E=0. Then
#=0.
Proof. Let F be any separable C*-subalgebra of D containing E and
closed under the action of #. Let (F $, Z) be a clone for F. We can arrange
that ZY and Ez Fz for all z # Z.
Suppose first that # is a derivation. Then by the remarks above there
exists g$ # B$Z such that ad(g$) implements the action of # on F $. Thus
ad(g$z) derives Fz , for each z # Z, and ad(g$z) is w*-continuous and contains
the w*-dense subset Ez in its kernel, so ad(g$z)=0. Hence ad(g$)=0, so
# |F=0. Since F was arbitrary, #=0, as required.
Now suppose that # is a multiplier. Then again by the remarks above
there exists g$ # B$Z such that g$ induces the action of #. But g$ye$y=0 for all
e # E and y # Z, and Ey is w*-dense in Ly , so g$y=0. Thus g$=0, so #|F=0.
Hence #=0 as before. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let J be an essential
ideal of either B(A) or C(A). Then there exists h # J such that hz{0 for all
non-zero projections z # Z(B(A))=Z(C(A)).
Proof. The proof is the same in both caseswe give the version for
C(A). Let us say that two elements x, y # C(A) are centrally orthogonal if
there is a projection z # Z(C(A)) such that xz=x and yz=0. Let S be a
maximal family of non-zero, mutually centrally orthogonal elements of J.
Then S is countable, since Z(C(A)) is countably decomposable (see
Section 1). Hence we may write S as S=[hi]i=1 . Set
h= :

i=1
1
2 i
hi
&h i&
.
Then h # J. Suppose, for a contradiction, that z is a non-zero projection in
Z(C(A)) with hz=0. Then Jz{0, since J is essential, so there exists k # J
such that 0{kz # J. But kz is centrally orthogonal to h, and hence to each
hi # S. This contradicts the maximality of S. Thus hz{0, as required.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and suppose that
Prim(A) has a dense G$ subset of locally closed points. Then Mloc(C(A))=
C(A) and C(A) has only inner derivations.
Proof. Let ZPrim(A) be a dense G$ consisting of locally closed,
separated points. Let J be an essential ideal of C(A) and let # be a multi-
plier of J. To show that Mloc(C(A))=C(A) it is enough to show that there
is an element in C(A) implementing the action of # on J. By Lemma 2.2
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there exists h # J such that hz{0 for all projections z # Z(C(A)). Let F be
the closure of AhAJ, and let E be a separable C*-subalgebra of J con-
taining h and F and invariant under the action of #. Let (E$, Y ) be a clone
for E. We may assume that YZ. Since hz{0 for all non-zero projections
z # Z(C(A)), we may also assume that h$( y) is non-zero at every point of
Y (where h$ is the representative for h in E$). For each y # Y, let Iy be the
minimal non-zero ideal in Ay . Then Ny=Mloc(Ay)=M(Iy). We shall show
that Ey $Iy for each y # Y. Let y # Y. Since h$( y){0 and belongs to Ny
(see Definition of a Clone) there exist a, b # A such that a( y), b( y) # Iy , and
a( y) h$( y) b( y){0. Set c=ahb # E. Then c( y) # Iy , since h$( y) # Ny , and Iy
is simple, so the ideal Iyc( y) Iy is dense in Iy . But
Ey $Fy $(Aya( y)) h$( y)(b( y) Ay)=Ayc( y) Ay $Iyc( y) Iy ,
so Ey $Iy , as required. This implies that Ey acts irreducibly on Hy for each
y # Y.
By the remarks before Lemma 2.1, there exists n$ # B$Y implementing the
action of # on E$. For each y # Y, n$( y) multiplies Ey , and Iy Ey Ny , so
Iy is an ideal in Ey , and hence is multiplied by n$( y). Thus there is an
element in Ny inducing the same multiplier on Iy as n$( y), and differing
from n$( y) by an element which annihilates Iy . Since Iy is w*-dense in Ly ,
it follows that n$( y) # Ny . Hence n$ # B$Y & N$Y , so n :=n$+J$Y # C(A), and
n induces the action of # on E. Thus #&n is a multiplier of J vanishing on
E, so #&n=0, by Lemma 2.1. Hence n induces the action of # on J, as required.
Now let $ be a derivation of C(A). Let D be a separable, unital C*-sub-
algebra of C(A) containing A and derived by $, and let (D$, Y ) be a clone
for D. Again we may assume that YZ. By the remarks before Lemma
2.1, there exists d $ # B$Y inducing the action of $ on D$. For each y # Y,
d $( y) derives Dy , and Ay Dy Ny , so Iy is an ideal in Dy , and hence is
derived by d $( y). But Iy is simple, so there is an element in Ny inducing the
same derivation on Iy as d $( y), and differing from d $( y) by an element in
the commutant of Iy in Ly . Since Iy is w*-dense in Ly , it follows that
d $( y) # Ny . Hence d $ # B$Y & N$Y , so d :=d $+J$Y # C(A), and ad(d ) induces
the action of $ on D. Thus $&ad(d ) is a derivation of C(A) vanishing on
D, so $&ad(d )=0, by Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D.
Since we do not know whether B(A) is an AW*-algebra in general, the
following result will be useful in Section 3. The method is very similar to
that for Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 2.4. If A is a separable C*-algebra then Mloc(B(A))=B(A).
Proof. Let J be an essential ideal of B(A) and let # be a multiplier of
J. To show that Mloc(B(A))=B(A) again it is enough to show that # is
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implemented by an element of B(A). By Lemma 2.2 there exists h # J such
hz{0 for all projections z # Z(B(A)). Let F be the closure of AhAJ, and
let E be a separable C*-subalgebra of J containing F and invariant under
the action of #. Let (E$, Y ) be a clone for E. Since hz{0 for all non-zero
projections z # Z(B), we may assume that h( y) is non-zero at every point
of Y. We show that Ey acts irreducibly on Hy for each y # Y. Let !, ’ # Hy
with !{0. Since h( y){0, h( y) ‘{0 for some ‘ # Hy . Choose a, b # A such
that a( y) !=‘ and bh( y)(‘)=’ [25, 2.7.5]. Then (bha)( y) !=’, and
bha # E, so Ey acts irreducibly on Hy . By the remarks before Lemma 2.1,
there exists n$ # B$Y implementing the action of # on E$. Let n=n$+J$Y .
Then n&# is a multiplier of J, and n&# kills E. Hence n&# is the zero
multiplication, by Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D.
The C*-algebra B(A) above is a countably generated, monotone _-complete
C*-algebra, so it is already known that every derivation of B(A) is inner
[23, 3.1].
We now restrict to separable C*-algebras having a dense G$ of closed
points in the primitive ideal space. The following C*-algebra K plays an
important role. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let K be the C*-sub-
algebra of C(A) generated by elements of the form  i ziai , where [ai] is
a bounded family of elements of A and [zi] is a (necessarily countable)
family of orthogonal central projections from Mloc(A) (those who are
uncomfortable with the infinite sum can choose representatives for the zi ’s
in the von Neumann algebra L$X and perform the sum there). Lemma 1.10
shows that KMloc(A)C(A). A simple refinement argument with
families of orthogonal central projections shows that the specified set of
generating elements for K is itself an algebra, and is therefore dense in K.
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let K be as above. If
[zi] is a family of mutually orthogonal central projections in Mloc(A) and
[bi] is a bounded family of elements of K then c=i zibi # K.
Proof. Let =>0 be given. By the remarks above, there exist, for each i,
a family [zj(i)] j(i) of mutually orthogonal central projections in Mloc(A) and
a bounded family [aj(i)]j(i) of elements of A such that &bi&j(i) zj(i) aj(i)&<=.
Set
d=:
i
zi \:j(i) zj(i)aj(i)+
=:
i
:
j(i)
zi z j(i)a j(i) .
Then d # K, by definition, and &c&d&<=. Hence c # K. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 2.6. Let A be a separable C*-algebra such that Prim(A) has
a dense G$ X of closed points. Then C(A)$Mloc(Mloc(A)). If A is unital
then C(A)=Mloc(A).
Proof. Let K be the C*-subalgebra of C(A) defined before Lemma 2.5.
First we show that K is an essential ideal of C(A). Since K is a C*-subalgebra
of C(A), to show that K is an ideal it is enough to establish that mKK
for each m # C(A). Elements of the form i ziai (where [ai] is a bounded
family of elements of A and [zi] is a family of orthogonal central projec-
tions from Mloc(A)) are dense in K, and m  i zia i=i zimai , so it is
enough, by Lemma 2.5, to show that ma # K for each a # A. Suppose that
a # A, and that =>0 is given. Let m$ # B$X be a representative for m. Let
[bi] be a countable dense subset of A, and let YX be a domain of con-
tinuity for the (m$&bi) a’s. Let y # Y. By the strict density of Ay in Ny=
M(Ay) [9], and the norm density of the set [bi ( y)] in Ay , there exists
bi # A such that
&((m$&bi) a)( y)&<=,
so there is a regular open neighbourhood N of y in Y such that
&((m$&bi) a)(x)&<=
for all x in N. Let z # Z(Mloc(A)) be the support projection of this set N.
Then &z(m&bi) a&<=. Now choose a maximal family of orthogonal pro-
jections [zj] in Z(Mloc(A)), with corresponding elements [bj] in A such
that &zj (m&bj) a&<= for each j. Then j zj=1 by maximality, and
}:j zj (m&bj) a }<=.
Hence j zjma=ma, and j zjbja # K, by definition, so ma # K since = was
arbitrary. Thus K is an ideal of C(A). To see that K is essential, suppose
that d # C(A)sa with dk=0 for all k # K. Then da=0 for all a # A. Let d $ #
L$X be a representative for d. Then d $a # J$X for all a # A, so d $ # J$X , using
Lemma 1.1 and the fact that J$X is a _-ideal. Thus d=0, so K is essential
in C(A).
Next we show that C(A) is isomorphic to Mloc(Mloc(A)). Since K is an
essential ideal of C(A), Theorem 2.3 shows that M(K) is isomorphic to
C(A). But K is also an essential ideal of Mloc(A) so there is a natural
embedding of C(A) into Mloc(M loc(A)). On the other hand, let J be any
essential ideal of Mloc(A). Then J & K is again an essential ideal of both
C(A) and Mloc(A). Hence M(J ) is canonically isomorphic to a C*-sub-
algebra of M(J & K), which in turn is isomorphic to C(A) by Theorem 2.3.
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It follows that the natural embedding of C(A) into Mloc(Mloc(A)) is a
surjection, as required.
The final statement follows from the fact that AKMloc(A)C(A).
Q.E.D.
We can now prove our two main theorems of this section. The first
follows at once from Theorems 2.6 and 2.3.
Theorem 2.7. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and suppose that
Prim(A) has a dense G$ consisting of closed points. Then M loc(Mloc(A)) is
its own local multiplier algebra and has only inner derivations. If A is unital
then Mloc(A) is its own local multiplier algebra and has only inner
derivations.
We have already observed that Theorem 2.7 applies to separable
C*-algebras with T1 primitive ideal spaces. It also applies to all separable
postliminal C*-algebras, but the next theorem supersedes this observation.
It is already known that AW*-algebras are equal to their own local
multiplier algebras and have only inner derivations (see Introduction).
Theorem 2.8. If A is a separable C*-algebra with an essential postliminal
ideal then Mloc(Mloc(A)) is isomorphic to the regular _-completion A _ of A.
Hence Mloc(Mloc(A)) is a Type I AW*-algebra.
Proof. If I is an essential ideal of a C*-algebra A then Mloc(I ) and
Mloc(A) are evidently isomorphic [7, 2.3.6], whence Mloc(Mloc(I )) and
Mloc(Mloc(A)) are isomorphic. On the other hand, the regular _-comple-
tions I _ and A _ are isomorphic by [30, Corollary 2.1]. We may assume
therefore that A itself is separable and postliminal, and since this implies
that A has an essential ideal I with Hausdorff primitive ideal space [12,
4.4.5], we may assume that Prim(A) is Hausdorff. Thus Theorem 2.6
applies, so Mloc(Mloc(A))$C(A)=A _ by Proposition 1.8. Q.E.D.
It seems very likely in fact that Mloc(A)=Mloc(Mloc(A)) in the context
of Theorem 2.8, but we have not been able to prove this. It is also probably
true that if A does not have an essential postliminal ideal then Mloc
(Mloc(A)) is not the regular _-completion of A. For simple A, this is estab-
lished in [30, 5.1]. Nevertheless the centres of Mloc(Mloc(A)) and of the
regular _-completion of A coincide (at least when A is separable) [17, 1.5].
3. THE GLIMM QUOTIENTS
In this final section we show that if A is a separable C*-algebra, then
every Glimm quotient of Mloc(A) is primitive. More generally, we show
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that if D is any C*-subalgebra of B(A) containing Mloc(A) then every
Glimm quotient of D is primitive.
Throughout this section, A will be a separable C*-algebra, X=Sep(A)
will be the set of separated points of Prim(A), and 90 : X  P(A) will be
the cross section of Lemma 1.5. Again it will be convenient to identify
Mloc(A) with its image in C(A) under j.
We need to introduce the notion of a Glimm ideal. Let B be a unital
C*-algebra and let I be a maximal ideal of Z(B). Then the ideal G=BI of
B generated by I is called a Glimm ideal, and G=BI is closed by the
Cohen factorization theorem [24, 5.2.2]. The quotient BG is called the
Glimm quotient, and the set of Glimm ideals is denoted Glimm(B). The
map G [ G & Z(B) is a bijection from Glimm(B) to the maximal ideal
space of Z(B), and the standard topology on Glimm(B) is the one that
makes this map a homeomorphism. Thus Z(B) is isomorphic to the
algebra of continuous functions on Glimm(B). Clearly there is a bijective
correspondence between projections in Z(B) and clopen subsets of
Glimm(B). For b # B the norm function G [ &b+G&, (G # Glimm(B)), is
upper semi-continuous on Glimm(B) [20, Theorem 1], but not continuous
in general. For some C*-algebras, however, such as local multiplier
algebras, these norm-functions are continuous [32, 2.1]. In particular this
is the case for B(A), when A is separable, by Theorem 2.4. Furthermore,
the centre of a local multiplier algebra is an AW*-algebra [4], so that its
space of Glimm ideals is extremally disconnected.
Lemma 3.1. Let B be a unital C*-algebra, and let C be a C*-subalgebra
of B with Z(C)=Z(B). Then the Glimm ideals of C have the form C & G
(G # Glimm(B)).
Proof. It follows from the definition of a Glimm ideal that since
Z(B)=Z(C) the Glimm ideals of B and C are in bijective correspondence,
given by G W C } (G & Z(B)) (G # Glimm(B)). We must show that for G #
Glimm(B), C & G=C } (G & Z(B)). It is evident that C & G$C } (G & Z(B)).
Suppose then that c # (C & G)+ with &c&=1. Let =>0 be given. By the
upper semi-continuity of norm functions on Glimm(B) there is a neigh-
bourhood N of G in Glimm(B) such that &c+H&<=2 for all H # N.
By the functional calculus there is a continuous function f : [0, 1]  [0, 1]
such that & f (c)&c&<= and f(c) # H for all H # N. Let z # G & Z(B) be such
that z+H=1 for all H # Glimm(B)"N. Then f (c)= f (c) z # C } (G & Z(B)).
Since = is arbitrary, c # C } (G & Z(B)) as required. Q.E.D.
Next we show that the cross section 90 induces a conditional expectation,
which will be useful to us.
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Proposition 3.2. Let A be a separable C*-algebra. Then the cross
section 90 of Lemma 1.5 induces a conditional expectation 3 : B(A) 
Z(B(A)).
Proof. Let X=Sep(A) be the set of separated points of Prim(A), and
let 90 : X  P(A) be the cross section of Lemma 1.5. Define a map
3 $: L$X  Z(L$X) by 3 $(l $)(x)=90(x)
t
(l $) (l $ # L$X). Then 3 $(J$X)J$X , so
3 $ induces a map 3 : L(A)  Z(L(A)) and it is straightforward to check
that both 3 $ and 3 are projections of norm one, and hence conditional
expectations [34, 9.1]. For b # B$X , 3 $(b$) is a Borel function on X, by
Lemma 1.4, so 3(b$+J$X) # Z(B(A)) by Proposition 1.9. Hence 3(B(A))
Z(B(A)), so 3 (restricted to B(A)) is the required conditional expectation.
Q.E.D.
When A is a separable C*-algebra Z(B(A)) is an AW*-algebra, as we
have mentioned. Thus Z(B(A)) is an injective C*-algebra, so that there is
automatically a conditional expectation from B(A) onto Z(B(A)), see
[34, 10.22]. The conditional expectation 3 of Proposition 3.2 has certain
additional properties, however, which are needed for Theorem 3.5.
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a separable C*-algebra and let b # B(A)sa . Then
&b&=sup[&3(a*ba)& : a # A, &a&=1].
Proof. Choose a representative b$ for b in (B$X)sa . Let S be a countable
dense subset of A, and let YX be a domain of continuity for the elements
3 $(a*b$a), (a # S). For y # Y, Lemma 1.1 implies that |b$( y)|=
sup[ |9( y)
t
(a*b$a)| : a # S, &a&1]=sup[ |3 $(a*b$a)( y)| : a # S, &a&1].
Hence the function y [ &b$( y)& ( y # Y ) is lower semi-continuous on Y,
being the supremum of a family of continuous functions. Thus
&b&=sup[&b$( y)& : y # Y ]
=sup[sup[ |3 $(a*b$a)( y)| : a # S, |a|1] : y # Y ]
=sup[sup[ |3 $(a*b$a)( y)| : y # Y ] : a # S, |a|1]
=sup[ |3(a*ba)| : a # S, |a|1]
=sup[ |3(a*ba)| : a # A, |a|=1],
as required. Q.E.D.
The proof of the next lemma is elementary and is omitted.
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Lemma 3.4. Let Z be a unital, commutative C*-algebra and suppose that
the maximal ideal space of Z is totally disconnected. Let P be a maximal
ideal of Z, and let S be the set of projections in Z"P. Then for all a # Z,
&a+P&=inf[&az& : z # S ].
In the following proof we make considerable use of the 11 corre-
spondences between projections in Z(B(A)), clopen subsets of Glimm(B(A)),
and regular open subsets of X=Sep(A).
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a separable C*-algebra, and let D be any
C*-subalgebra of B(A) containing Mloc(A). Then every Glimm ideal of D is
primitive.
Proof. The first thing to note is that the method of Proposition 1.9
shows that Z(D)=Z(B(A))=Z(Mloc(A)). Let H be a Glimm ideal of D.
Then by Lemma 3.1 there is a Glimm ideal G of B(A) such that H=D & G.
We shall produce a representation ?, of B(A) on a Hilbert space H, such
that ker ?,=G and such that ?,(Mloc(A)) acts irreducibly on H, . On
setting ?=?, |D it will follow immediately that ker ?=H and that ?(D)
acts irreducibly on H, . This will establish that H is a primitive ideal of D.
Let P=G & Z(B(A)) be the maximal ideal of Z(B(A)) corresponding to
G, and let _ be the associated character on Z(B(A)). Consider the map
, : B(A)  C defined by ,=_ b 3. Then , is a state on B(A), with G.N.S.
representation ?, and the CauchySchwarz inequality [25, 3.1.3] shows
that ker ?, $B(A) P=G. We shall show that ker ?,=G, and that
?,(Mloc(A)) acts irreducibly on H, .
First we show that ker ?,=G. Suppose that b0 and b  G; in fact
suppose that &b+G&=1. We wish to show that b  (ker ?,)+. But
(ker ?,)+=[d # B(A)+ : ,(c*dc)=0 for all c # B(A)]
=[d # B(A)+ : 3(c*dc) # P for all c # B(A)],
so we wish to find c # B(A) such that 3(c*bc)  P. Since Glimm(B(A)) is
totally disconnected [4], Lemma 3.4 shows that this amounts to finding an
element c # B(A) such that inf[&z3(c*bc)&]>0 as z varies through central
projections of B(A)"P. By [32, 2.1] and Theorem 2.4, there is a clopen
neighbourhood N of G in Glimm(B(A)) such that &b+H&12 for all
H # N. Let w be the central projection of B(A) supported on N, and let W
be the regular open subset supporting w in X=Sep(A). Let z be a
non-zero, central projection of B(A) with zw. Clearly &zb&12, so
Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists a # A with &a&=1 such that |3(za*ba)|
13. Thus choosing a representative b$ for b, there is a regular open
subset VW, with support projection v, such that 3 $(va*b$a)( y)14 for
all y # V, modulo a meagre set. Take a maximal disjoint family [V:] of
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such subsets of W, each with support projection v: and an element a: # A
with |a: |=1 such that 3 $(v: a:*b$a:)( y)14 for all y # V: , modulo a
meagre set. Set c=: a:v: . Then c # B(A) by Theorem 2.4 and
Lemma 1.10, and &c&=1. Furthermore, : v:=w by maximality of the
family [V:], and |3 $(c*b$c)( y)|14 for all y # W, modulo a meagre set.
But w  P, and if z is any central projection not in P then zw  P, because
P is a prime ideal. Hence &z3(c*bc)&&zw3(c*bc)&14, as required.
This shows that ker ?,=G.
Now we show that ?,(Mloc(A)) acts irreducibly on H, . Let N,=
[a # B(A) : ,(a*a)=0]. Let a, b # B(A) with &a&=&b&=1, and suppose
that a  N, . Let 1>=>0 be given. We shall find an element d # Mloc(A)
such that &?,(d )(a+N,)&(b+N,)&2<=, which will imply that ?,(Mloc(A))
acts topologically irreducibly, and hence algebraically irreducibly [12,
2.8.4] on H, . By choosing representatives a$ and b$ for a and b, and by
passing to a dense G$ YX, we may suppose by Lemma 1.6 that 3 $(a$*a$)
and 3 $(b$*b$) are continuous functions on Y. Let F be the ideal of regular
open subsets of Y whose support projections belong to P, and define S and
T by
S=[ y # Y : 3 $(a$*a$)( y)<=2, 3 $(b$*b$)( y)>=2],
T=[ y # Y : 3 $(b$*b$)( y)<=2, 3 $(a$*a$)( y)>=2].
Let S0 be the interior of the closure of S in Y, and T0 the interior of the
closure of T in Y. Then S0 and T0 are disjoint, regular open subsets of Y,
and F is a prime ideal, so at least one of S0 and T0 (let us say S0) belongs
to F. Let W be the interior of Y"S0 , and note that w, the support projection
of W, does not belong to P. Suppose that x # W. Then either 3 $(b$*b$)(x)
=2<=, or 3 $(a$*a$)(x)=2. In the first case take c=0. In the second
case, observe that since ?x is an irreducible representation of Ax there exists
c # A such that ?x(c)(?x(a) !x)=?x(b) !x (where !x is the canonical cyclic
vector for ?x). Furthermore, since |?x(a) !x |=(3 $(a$*a$)(x))12(=2)12
>=2, while |?x(b) !x |1, c can be chosen with |c|<2= [25, 2.7.5].
Hence in either case we have found c # A with |c|<2= such that
&?x(c)(?x(a) !x)&?x(b) !x&2=&?x(ca&b) !x&2
=3 $((ca$&b$)* (ca$&b$))(x)
=2.
Since 3((ca&b)*(ca&b)) is a continuous cross section there is a regular
open neighbourhood V of x in Y such that 3 $((ca$&b$)*(ca$&b$))( y)<=
for all y # V, modulo a meagre set. Let v # Z(B(A)) be the support projec-
tion of V. Then |v3((ca&b)* (ca&b))|<=. Now take a maximal disjoint
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family [V:] of regular open subsets of W, with corresponding support
projections v: and elements c: # A such that |c: |<2= and |v: 3((c:a&b)*
(c: a&b))|<=, and set d=: c:v: . Then d # Mloc(A), by Lemma 1.10, and
: v:=w, where w is the support projection of W, by maximality of the
family [V:]. Hence |w3((da&b)* (da&b))|<=. But w  P, so Lemma 3.4
implies that 3((da&b)* (da&b))+P<=. Thus
&?,(d )(a+N,)&(b+N,)&2=,((da&b)* (da&b))
=3((da&b)* (da&b))+P<=.
Since a, b, and = were arbitrary, it follows that ?, |Mloc(A) is topologically,
hence algebraically, irreducible. Q.E.D
Theorem 3.5 shows, in particular, that the Glimm ideals of Mloc(A),
C(A), and B(A) are primitive, if A is separable.
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